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Men of Law in the Aberdeen Council Register?
A Preliminary Study, ca.1450 – ca.1460 ∗
“Men of Law”: A Problematic Term
MacQueen notes that “[f]ifteenth-century [Scottish] sources refer often to ‘men of law’, earlier
records to ‘jurisperiti”. 1 The Aberdeen Council Registers, which survive in a near-continuous
run between 1398 and 1500 – and indeed beyond – do not disappoint in this regard.
Nonetheless, it would be appear that the phrase “men of law” itself only appears twice in the
corpus transcribed by the “Law in the Aberdeen Council Registers (LACR)” Project, which is
soon to make available online a transcript of the voluminous entries in the Council Registers
surviving from the period 1398-1415 and 1433-1511. 2 Regarding the relevant references to
“men of law” themselves, first, on 15th February 1449, Malcolm Forbes, David Dun and David
Hervy were accused before the Chamberlain’s Court of “disobeying of Androw Alaneson the
balyhe” because they had refused to find “borowes of pes” when so required. “Borowes of pes”
were pledges to the effect that the behaviour of the pledgers would be peaceable and non-
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violent, generally in relation to other individuals. 3 Against Alanson’s charge, Forbes, Dun and
Hervy entered a defence. This was to the effect that they were not obliged to find “borowes of
pes” so unless those who demanded “borowes of pes” from them were first prepared to take an
oath to the effect that they “doutit thaim” – in other words, to swear that they feared violence
from Forbes, Dun and Hervy. The dispute was put before assizers to decide the matter. The
assizers replied that they did not want to deliver a finding until such time as they had consulted
“men of law” as regards the validity of the defence in question. 4 The second reference to “men
of law” arose in a fascinating letter written on 20th March 1467 by the officers of the burgh of
Edinburgh in response to a query raised by the officers of the burgh of Aberdeen regarding the
law of succession to burgh lands. The Aberdonians had explained that one of their burgesses
had married twice; he had had a daughter with his first wife and sons and daughters with his
second. During the course of the first marriage, he had acquired lands in the burgh, and now
the lands were claimed by the daughter of the first marriage, and also by one of the sons of the
second. The Aberdonians were uncertain as to who should succeed. Consequently, they asked
their counterparts in Edinburgh to “pas togidder with the consaile of men of law” and to “avise
tharapon”. The officers of Edinburgh obliged, and the advice was that the daughter ought to
succeed “vt patet in legibus burgorum In capitulo ubi dicit de homine habente duas vxores et
cetera” – i.e. as appears in the laws of the burghs in the chapter discussing a man having two
wives et cetera. 5 Opinions on the point were also sought from the burgh officers of Perth and
Dundee. 6
Such references to “men of law” in the Council Registers are intriguing. They reveal is
that Aberdonians did, at times, consider it worthwhile to consult individuals they knew as “men
of law”. Furthermore, one reason they did this was in order to secure advice based on their
expertise concerning the law applicable in the courts of the burgh. Nonetheless, the fact that
they sent letters to the burgh officers of Edinburgh, Dundee and Perth seeking their advice on
a disputed point of law, and the fact that they asked those officers to consult with “men of law”
in their own towns is intriguing. It might, therefore, be interesting to consider the extent to
which “men of law”, who were recognisable as such to fifteenth century Scots, were
operational in Aberdeen. It might also be interesting to go further, and explore the extent to
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which they may have formed a community of men of law, perhaps entertaining common
assumptions about legal procedure or legal rules.
The present article seeks to lay some of the groundwork that might ultimately be used
to answer, or at least probe, such broad questions. Yet it will not tackle them directly. This is
in part because the explicit references to “men of law” in the record are so thin. This fact should
give one pause to consider the extent to which fifteenth century Aberdonians would have held
particularly clear cut ideas about who was, and who was not, a “man of law”. Indeed, the
category of “men of law” seems to have been rather elastic in fifteenth-century Scotland. There
is little to indicate that those labelled “men of law” were expected to possess common
educational qualifications, for example. Certainly, they were not expected to hold membership
of anything like a modern professional body in order to give legal advice. 7
Historians who have considered this problem in the past have, rightly, shifted their
attention from the rather vague – albeit important – category of “men of law”, so as to consider
various representative and clerical roles that were critical to the operation of the courts and the
resolution of legal disputes more generally in late medieval Scotland. 8 Sometimes these roles
were discharged by individuals regarded as “men of law”, and sometimes they were not. Yet
the focus has tended to be on the roles themselves, and the relationships between those roles,
in facilitating the work of the courts. The office of notary public, for example, has attracted
considerable attention; the notaries “drew up legal documents” and their “attestation gave such
documents especial force as evidence and record of formal transactions or other acts such as
the giving of sasine or the taking of procedural steps in court.” 9 Likewise, historians such as
John Finlay have explored the roles praelocutores (forespeakers) and procuratores
(procurators). In principle, the client of the forespeaker trusted him to deliver a message to the
court on his behalf, and usually, it would seem, in his presence. The forespeaker could “advise
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and… give counsel” and “speak on his client’s behalf and under his instructions”.10
Nonetheless,
“By standing at the bar of the court along with his man of law, the principal, in modern
terminology, might be viewed as the controlling mind. The responsibility for what was
said on his behalf lay with him; if his forespeaker made a statement of which he
disapproved then, presumably, he could disavow it…” 11
Finlay distinguishes this role from that of the procurator as follows:
“… in court the procurator was the master of the message. His client was not present to
contradict or disavow him. Provided the procurator was properly constituted, and was
acting within his authority, he bound his client by what he said and did in his name. As
an ambassador was employed to negotiate, within his terms of reference, the content of a
treaty, so the procurator might, according to his mandate, have responsibility for reaching
a settlement judicially or by arbitration.” 12
While the broad term of “men of law” is mentioned only twice in the Aberdeen Council
Registers transcribed by the LACR project, the roles of procurator, forespeaker and notary
public are referenced hundreds, if not thousands, of times. They were clearly of great
importance to litigants when using the burgh courts to resolve their disputes. The article will
seek to explore the nature and scope of the roles as revealed by the Aberdeen Council Registers.
First, it will consider Aberdonian procurators, forespeakers and notaries public. In the process,
it will show that only a small group of individuals appear acting in such roles reasonably
frequently. Second, the article will consider the extent to which that small group may, or may
not, have had anything in common beyond the frequency of their appearances before the burgh
courts. Third, the article will then discuss whether or not it may be appropriate to speak of a
group of Aberdonians who would have accepted the contemporary label of “men of law”. Some
comments will be made concerning what that might, and might not, have meant to them.
A final point concerning the limitations of this study should be mentioned here.
Constraints of time and space make it impossible to explore all references to procurators,
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forespeakers and notaries in the transcribed records. As a result, it has been decided to narrow
the focus to a particular decade – ca.1450 to ca.1460. The choice is largely arbitrary, albeit not
entirely so. During this decade, one Master John Cadiou was active in discharging a range of
functions within the burgh court. His career has been studied before, in a brief yet illuminating
article published by Harold Booton in 1989. 13 A notary public, a man prepared to act as a
procurator 14 and one who would presumably have been viewed by contemporaries as a rather
busy “man of law”, 15 Cadiou was also one of the first named individuals to hold the office of
“clericus et scriba curie dicti burgi” (i.e. “clerk and scribe of court of the said burgh” of
Aberdeen). In addition, he was the first known holder of the office to hold a degree. 16 There is
evidence to suggest that Master John Cadiou was active in the role of burgh clerk and scribe
between 1452 and 1455, and perhaps for longer. 17 Thus we can safely assume that at least some
of the Council Registers of the period reveal the burgh courts of Aberdeen and their personnel
as witnessed and recorded by one who was very familiar with the practice of the law in
Aberdeen in his capacity as a notary. That, perhaps, makes the evidence of the Registers from
this period concerning the operation of dispute resolution in the burgh courts all the more
interesting. While this sparked the interest of the present writer in exploring the 1450s further,
it should be stressed that otherwise the choice to focus on this period was arbitrary.
Methodologically speaking, there is no real reason at the outset to assume that studying this
decade should prove any more useful or illuminating than any other.
Procurators, Forespeakers and Notaries Public in the Council Registers, ca.1450-1460
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(a) Procurators
Do the Aberdeen Council Registers provide evidence that concurs with Finlay’s account, as
outlined above, of the broad functions of “procurators” elsewhere in late medieval Scotland?
The Registers themselves contain several accounts of the appointment of procurators by their
clients, and this seems a useful place to start when attempting to answer this question. A brief
example of an appointment of a procurator dating from 9th March 1450 reads as follows: “Idem
Johannes bullock constituit procuratores Johannem fife Johannem kymedy et Ricardum
Kyntor” (i.e. “the same John Bullock made John Fife, John Kennedy and Richard Kintore his
procurators”). 18 Other entries are, perhaps, a little more illuminating; consider this record of
the appointment of procurators in September 1451: 19
Robert Gillespy constituted John Scroggs the father, Alexander Blyndseil and Alexander
Armstrong his procurators – with all indispensable and suitable clauses et cetera – in all
causes affecting him, and in particular in that cause of process led concerning the recovery
of land pertaining to Mariota his spouse in the Overkirkgate
Here we see one Aberdonian appointing three men to act as his procurators in all matters
concerning him, and specifically in a particular dispute concerning lands in the Overkirkgate.
This tallies with Finlay’s account of the role of the procurator, who could “according to his
mandate, have responsibility for reaching a settlement judicially or by arbitration”. 20 Not all
constitutions of procurators were so general, as Finlay notes; a procurator might be appointed
to pursue one particular matter alone. 21 Again, one can find examples of this in the Council
Registers. 22 Furthermore, the key power of the procurator to bind his principal (i.e. the man or
woman he represented in court, that is to say his client) by his acts is well-attested in the
Council Registers. Elsewhere in the realm, the appointment of a procurator contained a clause
stating that the principal “promisit de rato” – in other words, he obliged himself to confirm and
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approve the acts of the procurator. 23 Indeed, Sir James Balfour of Pittendreich, a sixteenth
century Scottish jurist, stated that a procurator could not proceed without such express
ratification or “ratihabition”. 24 The records of the appointment of procurators in the Council
Registers frequently, but not invariably, include the “promisit de rato” clause. 25 One interesting
example comes from the hand of the clericus et scriba curiae, John Cadiou the notary public,
who wrote in the Registers the following entry on 27th March 1451:
And I, John Cadiou, make Patrick of Fife my procurator in all causes and especially in
the cause between me and William Voket; And I promise faithfully that I will confirm
the acts of my procurator; In this matter I have transcribed a record with my own hand
and I have marked it with my manual sign 26
So far, perhaps unsurprisingly, the Council Registers confirm that the role of the
procurator in Aberdeen was very similar to that exercised by procurators elsewhere in the
realm. The procurator might represent a client in his legal affairs generally, or in relation to
specific disputes; and the procurator bound the client in so acting. Nonetheless, specific points
regarding the constitution of procurators in Aberdeen do merit some further discussion. The
record of Robert Gillespy’s constitution of procurators, which was quoted above, contains the
interesting statement that it was made “cum omnibus clausulis necessarijs et oportunis et
cetera” – i.e. “with all indispensable and suitable clauses and the rest of such things”. Variants
of this phrase appeared in several different records. On 10th November 1451, Alexander
Chalmers appointed Gilbert Menzies, John of Mar and Robert Gillespy as his procurators “cum
ceteris clausulis oportunis”. 27 Similarly, on 12th September 1455, James Hervy constituted
David Menzies, David Hervy and David Dun his procurators “cum ceteris clausulis necessariis
et oportunis”. 28 These frequent references to the “indispensable and suitable” clauses included
in constitutions of procurators indicates that such clauses were those that were normally
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included. This may suggest that the clericus et scriba curiae – probably John Cadiou, or at least
those over whom exercised oversight – felt that such clauses were well enough known to those
likely to consult the Register to require no further comment.
If that is so, then it is perhaps interesting to mention that some constitutions of
procurators did mention specific powers that were not, it seems, always granted. For example,
sometimes procurators were granted authority to act “cum potestate substitudendi” – in other
words, with the power to substitute another in their place. James Hervy’s constitution of David
Menzies, David Hervy and David Dun as his procurators on 12th September 1455 included such
a clause. 29 The power to appoint a substitute procurator was well known elsewhere in Scotland,
as Finlay notes. 30 It was also possible to appoint an “irrevocable” constitution of a procurator,
as on 17th August 1454 when Nicholas Glenny appointed three procurators to receive sasine of
a tenement once it had been resigned according to the terms of an agreement. 31 This tallies with
the normal role of the irrevocable procurator, as Finlay outlines it – “those procurators who
were constituted irrevocably tended to be those whose activity involved following a set
procedure in a mechanical way without the need for discretion on their part”. 32
The evidence considered thus far indicates that the legal functions of the procurator in
Aberdeen in the 1450s were essentially very similar, if not the same, as the functions of
procurators elsewhere in the realm. So, who were the procurators? If one takes the period
between 1st January 1450 and 31st January 1460, one can find eighty-seven men being
appointed as, or acting as, procurators for others in the Council Registers. Constraints of space
make it impossible to discuss all of these individuals in detail. It has been decided to focus here
on those who appeared frequently in court on behalf of a range of clients; this will be discussed
further shortly. Nonetheless, something should first be said about those who appeared only
once or twice, or several times for only one principal, or one client. The diversity of the
individuals in question underlines the point that “procurators” were hardly a homogeneous
group, far less a homogeneous group of “men of law”.
Some procurators appeared only once, and for only one client. There is little or no
evidence to suggest that they were in any way “men of law”. For example, Walter Giffard acted
as a procurator on behalf of his daughter on 1st January 1450, and did not act as a procurator
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for anyone else between 1450 and 1460.33 Likewise, Robert Chalmers was appointed as
procurator for his son-in-law on 19th October 1450, on this occasion for a very specific matter. 34
Gilbert of Sanquhar was appointed to act as procurator for his wife, Mariora, on 1st January
1450. 35 In each case, the choice of “procurator” – in so far as it was a “choice” – was probably
based more on the dynamics of family relationships than on any other factors, such as the
experience of the procurator in representing the affairs of others in the burgh courts.
Other procurators appeared more frequently, but once again only for one, or
occasionally two, clients. Indeed, some of those falling into this category appeared very
frequently indeed. For example, Andrew Seras, Chaplain, appeared before the burgh courts
nine times between 1450 and 1460 – more frequently than any other procurator – but he only
appeared for one client. This was the Altar of the Blessed Virgin Mary, in the burgh kirk of St
Nicholas. 36 On each occasion, he was seeking payments of annualrents due from certain
properties in the burgh. Making protestations for such payments was one of the most common
things procurators did in the period under consideration here; more than a quarter of the almost
one hundred and ninety appearances of procurators in the Aberdeen burgh courts between 1450
and 1460 were associated with protestations for annualrent. This calls for some explanation.
At the outset, it should be noted that the “annualrent” was a device that permitted the “owner”
of burgh property37 to burden his or her land in favour of another, benefitted party. The
benefitted party would be entitled to an annual payment out of the land. Consequently, even if
the ownership of the land changed hands, the benefitted party would still be entitled to the
payment; how this was achieved in practice will be discussed further below. 38 For present
purposes, it suffices to note that annualrent could be used as a security for debt, and it could
serve in place of interest on a loan at a time when strict laws against usury were in force. 39
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Nonetheless, the annualrent could also be used simply to establish annual payments out of
lands. Importantly, these would be enforceable by the benefitted parties against the lands
themselves. In medieval Aberdeen it was particularly common for pious individuals, concerned
for the fate in the afterlife, to endow altars of the parish church of St Nicholas with annualrents.
In exchange, the priests of those altars were required to say masses for the welfare of the
granters’ souls – potentially in perpetuity. 40
All that raised an obvious question; what would happen if revenue ceased to be
forthcoming from the lands? It was exactly that situation which procurators like Andrew Seras,
Chaplain of the Altar of the Blessed Virgin Mary, sought to address. He, and others like him,
did this with considerable persistence and frequency. Seras protested for annualrent which had
not been forthcoming from debtors, and he did so in successive meetings of the head court of
the burgh. In each protestation, he noted that, in relation to the lands, there was “nichil…
distringibile preter terram et lapides”. 41 In other words, there was nothing available to satisfy
the debt due except for the lands themselves. After this had been found to be the case at four
successive head courts of the burgh, the lands from which the annualrents were due would be
transferred to the creditors. 42 This does seem to have been a common assumption amongst all
the procurators who pleaded on the point. 43 One charter dating from 20th February 1450, and
preserved in the papers of Marischal College, makes it clear that contemporary Aberdonians
believed their practice in this regard was consistent with the “leges et consuetudines
burgorum” 44 – which were, in principle at least, the laws of the burghs across Scotland. 45
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Dickinson, Early Records of Aberdeen 1317; 1398-1407 (Edinburgh: 1957), lix-lxi.
44
AUL Marischal/2/1/6/2/17. A version of the process is given in c.136 of Sir John Skene of Curriehill’s Latin
edition of the Leges Burgorum; see J Skene, Regiam Majestatem (Edinburgh: 1609), f.151v.
45
On the Leges Burgorum and the laws of the burghs more generally, see Hector L MacQueen and William J
Windram ‘Laws and Courts in the Burghs’, in Michael Lynch, Michael Spearman and Geoffrey Stell (eds), The
Scottish Medieval Town (Edinburgh: 1988), 208-227; see also Joanna Kopaczyk, The Legal Language of Scottish
Burghs: Standardization and Lexical Bundles 1380-1560 (Oxford: 2013), 114-135.
40

Thus far, it has been said that some procurators appeared once, for only one client. By
contrast, other procurators appeared many times, but in general only for one or two clients –
this was particularly commonplace in relation to those who made protestations for payment of
annualrents. A third group of procurators appeared several times for several different clients.
They will be discussed shortly, but because there was considerable overlap between this group
and those who most frequently appeared as forespeakers or praelocutores, it seems appropriate
to consider appearances of individuals acting in those roles next.
(b) Forespeakers
There is less evidence to substantiate the suggestions made above concerning how the role of
forespeaker (praelocutor) was understood in Aberdeen. On one level, this is not particularly
surprising. Finlay himself used comparative evidence to establish the distinction between
forespeakers and procurators, commenting “[i]n Scotland there is a lack of direct evidence
concerning the precise extent of the powers of the forespeaker, and no details are known of
when, or even whether, his client might disavow what he said”. 46 Yet the distinction clearly
mattered; Finlay states that while the presence of a procurator was almost always recorded, the
presence of a forespeaker was not; it was the presence or absence of the forespeaker’s principal
that mattered to the clerks. 47 Finlay also notes that many men who acted as procurators also
acted as forespeakers; so the early sixteenth-century Edinburgh advocate Robert Galbraith is
on record as having acted as a procurator on 340 occasions and as a forespeaker on 116
occasions. 48
When one examines the period 1450-1460, one finds references to at least twenty-nine
individuals who acted as praelocutores or forespeakers during this period. This makes
interesting comparison with the eighty-seven references to those who acted as procuratores
over the shorter period of 1450-1460, discussed above. Perhaps this suggests that the Aberdeen
record reflects the general Scottish practice, noted by Finlay, of always recording the identity
of the procurator and only sometimes recording the identity of the praelocutor. For obvious
reasons, it is very difficult to offer more than speculation on this point at present.
As with the procurators, some praelocutores/ forespeakers only appeared once to
represent one client during the period under consideration here. For example, a local laird,
Alexander Irvine of Drum, appeared as procurator and praelocutor for John Lilburn in relation
Finlay, Men of Law, 11.
Finlay, Men of Law, 10.
48
Finlay, Men of Law, 10 n.44.
46
47

to a brieve of inquest on 6th April 1457. 49 On 10th September 1459, William Cummyng
represented John of Allardice. Allardice had defied the will of the bailies previously, but
Cummyng explained that he was now offering to amend his ways and submit to an ordinance
they had made. This offer the bailies accepted. 50 Yet more commonly, the individuals who
appear as forespeakers or praelocutores appeared more than once, and on behalf of more than
one client. Sometimes they were clearly acting for close relatives. Adam Trail, chaplain, acted
for his mother in a protestation for annualrent 51 and for his brother Alexander in raising an
exception de resoluta to a brieve de conventione. 52 Yet sometimes the links between the
forespeakers and their clients are less immediately obvious. So John Kymedi appeared as
praelocutor twice, on both occasions on behalf of the Blackfriars, but in one instance for John,
Prior of the Blackfriars, and subsequently for Brother Robert Sprotsoun of the Blackfriars. In
both cases, the appearances were to make protestations for an annualrent that was apparently
due. Interestingly, while Kymedi represented the Blackfriars as forespeaker in relation to this
dispute twice, on 4th October 1451 and 17th April 1452, in between those two dates Robert
Gillespy acted as forespeaker for the Blackfriars to claim the same annualrent on 10th January
1452. 53
Another forespeaker/ praelocutor who appeared more than once in that role on behalf
of more than one client was Richard Kintore; for example, he acted for one Hans Snel in a
dispute over a naulum (a fare, or passage money) and also for Adam Kynnor in a dispute over
the nullity of a certification he had produced. 54 In addition, Andrew Alanson acted for Walter
Ewenson in a repledgiation dispute 55 and in a dispute over a cargo imported from Hamburg for
one Sandris Herwour. 56
The last two forespeakers – Richard Kintore and Andrew Alanson – are examples of a
group of thirteen individuals who appeared on more than five occasions as procurators or
forespeakers before the burgh courts. The thirteen individuals in question are as follows:

ARO-5-0596-07.
ARO-5-0373-02.
51
ARO-5-0119-05, 17th May 1457.
52
ARO-5-0276-6, 26th August 1456.
53
ARO-5-0129-05; ARO-5-0135-02; ARO-5-0149-02.
54
ARO-5-0249-09, 10th December 1455; ARO-5-0326-03, 9th April 1459.
55
ARO-5-0222-02, 14th January 1455.
56
ARO-5-0249, 10th December 1455.
49
50

Andrew Alanson, 57 Alexander Blyndseil, 58 Master John Cadiou, 59 Duncan of Clatt, 60 Andrew
Culane, 61 Richard Kintore, 62 John Kymedi, 63 David Matheuson, 64 Andrew Rede, 65 David
Ruthirfurd, Chaplain, 66 William Scherar, 67 Andrew Seras, Chaplain 68 and Adam Trail,

ARO-5-0214-07, 14th October 1454 (representing Thomas Scott); ARO-5-0222-04, 14th January 1455 (Walter
Ewynson); ARO-5-0249-09, 10th December 1455 (Sandris Harwar); ARO-5-0596-07, 6th April 1457 (Agnes Lilburn
– I have assumed that the Andrew “Alani” is Andrew Alanson; the records make it clear that “Alani” could be
given in place of Alanson – see ARO-4-0338-06, 24th February 1444; see also ARO-5-0577-07, 17th March 1466,
for an example where Andrew Alanson’s name was given as “Alani” and “Alaneson”); ARO-5-0362-03, 9th April
1459 (James Williamson).
58
ARO-5-0126-07, 11th September 1451 (representing Robert Gillespy); ARO-5-0133-05, 15th November 1451
(Mariota Louson); ARO-5-0168-13-14; 20th November 1452 (David Hervy); ARO-5-0173-02, 22nd January 1453
(David Hervy); ARO-5-0195-05, 31st January 1454 (Thomas Club); ARO-5-0200-06, 3rd June 1454 (Megereta
Mason); ARO-5-0273-02, 18th June 1456 (Robert Clatt).
59
ARO-5-0295-03, 7th February 1457 (representing Marion Ruthirfurd); ARO-5-0297-13, 7th March 1457
(Mariote Ruthirfurd, almost certainly the same as the last individual named); ARO-5-0332-10, 6th February
1458 (Thomas Benyng); ARO-5-0391-09, 19th February 1460 (Henry Hertwikson); ARO-5-0392-07, 10th March
1460 (Henry Hertwikson).
60
ARO-5-0208-02, 17th August 1454 (representing Nicholas Glenny, Chaplain); ARO-5-0212-04, 30th September
1454 (Altar of the Blessed Michael); ARO-5-0222-04, 14th January 1455 (Altar of the Blessed Michael); ARO-50232-02, 7th April 1455 (Altar of the Blessed Michael); ARO-5-0244-08, 6th October 1455 (Altar of the Blessed
Michael); ARO-5-0249-09, 10th December 1455 (Master of the Ber Ship of Hamburg); ARO-5-0252-04, 12th
January 1456 (Altar of the Blessed Michael).
61
ARO-5-0279-06, 4th October 1456 (representing the Altar of the Holy Blood); ARO-5-0291-07, 10th January
1457 (Altar of the Holy Blood); ARO-5-0309-10, 10th March 1457 (Altar of the Holy Blood); ARO-5-0301-07, 23rd
May 1457 (Altar of the Holy Blood); ARO-5-0410-03, 1st January 1460 (David Blabre).
62
ARO-5-0079-13–ARO-5-0080-01, 16th February 1450 (representing Master Duncan Lichton, Chancellor of the
Diocese of Aberdeen); ARO-5-0083-08, 9th March 1450 (John Bullok); ARO-5-0295-03, 7th February 1457 (Adam
of Kynnor); ARO-5-0299-09, 17th May 1457 (John Bullok); ARO-5-0304-07, 18th July 1457 (Gilbert Waus); ARO-50350-01, 8th January 1459 (John Howison); ARO-5-0360-03, 2nd April 1459 (John Howison); ARO-5-0362-03, 9th
April 1459 (Hans Snel).
63
ARO-5-0083-08, 9th March 1450 (representing John Bullok); ARO-5-0119-02, 17th May 1451 (Vmfredus Lask);
ARO-5-0129-05, 4th October 1451 (Brother John, Prior of the Blackfriars); ARO-5-0149-02, 17th April 1452
(Brother Robert Sprotsoun); ARO-5-0163-05, 16th October 1452 (Alexander Tulach); ARO-5-0343-06, 5th June
1458 (John Andirson).
64
ARO-5-0410-03, 18th February 1460 (representing Elizabeth Gibson); ARO-5-0391-11, 19th February 1460
(Elizabeth Gibson); ARO-5-0391-11, 19th February 1460 (Elizabeth Gibson – separate, but related, matter);
ARO-5-0392-04, 1st March 1460 (Elizabeth Gibson); ARO-5-0394-05, 17th March 1460 (Elizabeth Gibson).
65
ARO-5-0089-07, 27th April 1450 (representing Andrew Stewart); ARO-5-0119-06, 17th May 1451 (Vmfredus
Lask); ARO-5-0276-06, 26th July 1456 (Andrew Kynnynmound); ARO-5-0280-02, 4th October 1456 (the client’s
name is given as Alexander Kynnynmound, but this is the same dispute as ARO-5-0276-06, and clearly Andrew
Kynnynmound is meant); ARO-5-0301-08, 23rd May 1457 (Andrew Kynnynmound); ARO-5-0309-06, 3rd October
1457 (Andrew Kynnynmound); ARO-5-0327-04, 9th January 1458 (Andrew Kynnynmound); ARO-5-0339-05, 10th
April 1458 (Andrew Kynnynmound).
66
ARO-5-0199-03, 29th April 1454 (representing the Altar of the Blessed Andrew); ARO-5-0211-06, 30th
September 1454 (Altar of the Blessed Andrew); ARO-5-0223-03, 14th January 1455 (Altar of the Blessed
Andrew); ARO-5-0233-04, 7th April 1455 (Altar of the Blessed Andrew); ARO-5-0244-07, 6th October 1455 (Altar
of the Blessed Andrew); ARO-5-0347-07, 2nd October 1458 (Chaplains of the Burgh Kirk of St Nicholas).
67
ARO-5-0230-13, 21st March 1455 (representing certain merchants); ARO-5-0269-04, 25th April 1456 (Andrew
Knox, curator of John Fraser); ARO-5-0282-09, 28th October 1456 (Thomas Quhelpe); ARO-5-0332-10, 6th
February 1458 (Thomas Benyng); ARO-5-0349-02, 8th January 1459 (John Seras, Altar of the Blessed Michael);
ARO-5-0352-12, 3rd February 1459 (procurator in hac parte).
68
ARO-5-0211-06, 30th September 1454 (representing the Altar of the Blessed Virgin Mary); ARO-5-0222-05,
14th January 1455 (Altar of the Blessed Virgin Mary); ARO-5-0232-04, 7th April 1455 (Altar of the Blessed Virgin
57

Chaplain. 69 Admittedly rather arbitrarily, it was decided to consider those individuals in more
detail for the purposes of the present paper, which is written in part to explore what, if anything,
those who acted for others as representatives most regularly before the burgh courts had in
common. Constraints of space make it impossible to consider all twelve individuals just
mentioned in detail. Again somewhat arbitrarily, this paper will therefore focus on those who
represented at least five different clients in the period under study. When one narrows the scope
of the study to those individuals who, according to the Aberdeen Council Registers, 70 appeared
in the burgh courts on five occasions or more on behalf of five clients or more between 1st
January 1450 and 31st December 1460, one’s attention is drawn to a list of five individuals.
They are Andrew Alanson, 71 Alexander Blyndseil, 72 Richard Kintore, 73 John Kymedi, 74 and
William Scherar. 75 The present study will shortly turn to considering what, if anything, these
men had in common. This might, in turn, explain why they were so frequently trusted to act as
representatives for mid-fifteenth century Aberdonians. Before considering this matter further,
it is first necessary to consider one final, and much smaller, group of individuals who were
trusted with many of the legal affairs of mid-fifteenth-century Aberdeen: the notaries public.
This will result in the addition of two further names to the list of those to be studied here in
some detail – those of Master John Cadiou and Robert Leis, Chaplain.
(c) Notaries Public

Mary); ARO-5-0252-03, 12th January 1456 (Altar of the Blessed Virgin Mary); ARO-5-0265-02, 5th April 1456
(Altar of the Blessed Virgin Mary); ARO-5-0279-10, 4th October 1456 (Altar of the Blessed Virgin Mary); ARO-50291-05, 10th January 1457 (Altar of the Blessed Virgin Mary); ARO-5-0302-05, 23rd May 1457 (Altar of the
Blessed Virgin Mary); ARO-5-0398-05, 1st April 1460 (Altar of the Blessed Virgin Mary).
69
ARO-5-0106-04, 11th January 1451 (representing Janet, his mother); ARO-5-0119-05, 17th May 1451 (Janet,
his mother); ARO-5-0276-06, 26th July 1456 (Alexander Trail); ARO-5-0280-02, 4th October 1456 (Alexander
Trail); ARO-5-0284-06, 15th November 1456 (Alexander Trail).
70
It is important to emphasise that I have not looked beyond the Aberdeen Council Registers in compiling the
lists given in this paragraph. It is also important to mention that only what seem to be unquestionable
references to the individuals mentioned have been counted. An example of a potential reference that has not
been counted can be found in ARO-5-0219-08, where a client of Andrew Alanson (see note 55 above)
appeared in court in relation to a matter where Alanson had been appointed – alongside others – to act as
procurator (see ARO-5-0214-07). Due to the fact that no mention is made of Alanson (or any other
procurators) in this entry, it has not been counted as an appearance by Alanson. Nonetheless, he may well
have been present, indeed he may have been acting as procurator.
71
See footnote 57 above.
72
See footnote 58 above.
73
See footnote 62 above.
74
See footnote 63 above.
75
See footnote 67 above.

Mention has already been made of the notary public Master John Cadiou, the clericus et scriba
curiae of the burgh courts of Aberdeen; 76 as has been noted, he was, on occasion, also prepared
to act as a procurator and a forespeaker/ praelocutor. 77 As stated above, there are some useful
studies of the fifteenth-century notaries of Aberdeen, which were written by Harold Booton. 78
He makes the following instructive comments:
“Out of a probable population of between four and five thousand in the fifteenth century
burgh there were at maximum one or two active Aberdeen notaries in any given decade
during this period. Aberdeen in this context compares with early sixteenth-century Perth
which also possessed a very small number of town notaries. In economic and social terms
the notaries of Aberdeen were of minor significance. They represented a very tiny part of
the oligarchic structure dominating the town.” 79
Much of what Booton says is in agreement with the research undertaken here. First,
Booton seems to be correct in his assessment of the numbers of active notaries in Aberdeen, at
least in the 1450s. Apart from Master John Cadiou, only one other undoubtedly Aberdonian
notary appears in the Aberdeen Council Registers during the period 1st January 1450 – 31st
December 1460. 80 He was Robert Leis, Chaplain and Notary Public. He appeared in those roles
as a witness on 7th October 1460. 81 He was also acting as “scriba curiae” by 26th November
1461; whether or not he succeeded Master John Cadiou in this role cannot be ascertained with
any certainty, given the lack of surviving information about the burgh clerks at this time. 82
There are other references in the Council Registers to unnamed notaries active in Aberdeen –
so on 29th May 1450 and on 18th June 1456 the clerk writing the entries in the Registers
commented that individuals had sought instruments “a me notario publico”. 83 In the absence
Cadiou’s office as a notary is mentioned in ARO-5-0755-02, 20th September 1450.
See footnote 59 above.
78
Booton, Burgesses and Landed Men, 201-249; Booton, ‘John and Andrew Cadiou’.
79
Booton, Burgesses and Landed Men, 242.
80
There is reference to Hugo Kerr of Den, Notary Public, in the records on 6th June 1451 (see ARO-5-0121-02);
he had written a notarial instrument produced by John Hunter of Culross in the burgh courts that day. No real
reason has been found in the present student to link Kerr with Aberdeen specifically.
81
ARO-6-0192-01.
82
ARO-5-0437-02. Booton, Burgesses and Landed Men, 204 states that “no mention of him holding the post [of
town clerk] has survived in printed or manuscript sources”. Based on the evidence cited here, this is incorrect
unless one distinguishes the roles of town clerk and town scribe (Leis is not described as “clericus” but only as
“scriba”, unlike Cadiou, who is described as “clericus et scriba”, as discussed above). It is not clear whether
such a distinction should be drawn, and here it is assumed that there was no distinction between the burgh
“clericus” and the burgh “scriba”.
83
ARO-5-0753-01, 29th May 1450; ARO-5-0273-02, 18th June 1456.
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77

of evidence to the contrary, it seems reasonable to suppose that these were references to Master
John Cadiou, given that he seems to have been active as burgh clerk in 1452 and 1455. 84
Thus Booton seems to be correct in his assessment of the numbers of notaries active in
Aberdeen in each decade of the fifteenth century; and in the period between 1450 and 1460,
only Master John Cadiou and Robert Leis, Chaplain, appear to emerge from the records as
active in this regard. Booton may also be correct to doubt the economic or social power of the
notaries, based on the sources that he cites in his doctoral thesis. Nevertheless, there is
significant surviving evidence of their activity and regular employment by the people of
Aberdeen in transacting their legal affairs. This will be considered in more detail below, in the
course of discussions of the notaries’ careers.
(d) Conclusions
As already stated, the present study is concerned first and foremost with the identification of
those who, according to the Aberdeen Council Registers, were most frequently entrusted with
the legal affairs of Aberdonians as procurators, forespeakers and notaries public between 1st
January 1450 and 31st December 1460. As regards the procurators and the forespeakers, only
those who appeared in the burgh courts on five occasions or more, on behalf of five clients or
more, will be considered here. Five individuals have been identified as meeting these criteria;
they are Andrew Alanson, Alexander Blyndseil, Richard Kintore, John Kymedi and William
Scherar. Only two active notaries have been identified – Master John Cadiou and Robert Leis,
Chaplain – and so both will be considered here.
The next section of the present article will briefly discuss the biographies of these seven
men, with a view to answering a further question. Did these individuals have anything in
common that might explain why they were more frequently trusted with the legal affairs of
sixteenth-century Aberdonians than others who were active in the burgh at the time?
Trusted Representatives in the Council Registers
One question that anyone working with the Aberdeen Council Registers has to deal with is that
of whether or not two entries mentioning the same name are references to the same person.
Exploring that question fully might undermine the picture of the evidence just presented.
Perhaps, for example, Richard Kintore did not act so regularly for so many clients; perhaps

ARO-4-0039-02, 9th May 1435, a record which was amended by Cadiou acting as burgh scribe on 30th
September 1455; see also ARO-5-0147-13, 27th March 1452.
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there were two – or three, or four – different men named Richard Kintore who were active at
the same time. It is rather less likely that there were multiple notaries public named Master
John Cadiou roving around the medieval Castlegait, but still the problem should be addressed.
Even if one assumes that the trusted representatives mentioned above were indeed single
individuals, trying to identify them with – or distinguish them from – those bearing the same
name over several decades is, admittedly, challenging.
Two things should be mentioned at the outset in relation to this problem. First, at least
by the 1450s those who kept the Council Registers did make some attempts to distinguish those
who bear the same name. For example, two men named John Scroggs were distinguished with
the labels “John Scroggs the father” and “John Scroggs the son”. 85 In addition, many
individuals were described as “chaplains” and a few with other offices, such as that of notary
public, as has already been noted above. While that might not mean that the clerks would make
such useful and explicit distinctions between everyone who bore the same name, one might
reasonably expect them to make such distinctions where individuals appeared regularly in the
records, as was the case in relation to those being studied here.
Second, a tax roll taken on 1st January 1448 – two years before the beginning of the
period under study here – gives a list of heads of household who were eligible for the payment
of the tax in question.86 This provides a mechanism for checking whether or not there were
multiple people bearing the same name in the burgh at the time. It should be emphasised that
the utility of the list does not really go beyond that for present purposes; even when it lists only
one person as bearing a particular name in the burgh in January 1448, it does not follow that
there was only one such person, because the list is not a census; it is a list of those eligible to
pay a particular tax. On that list, only one Andrew Alanson is listed; he lived in what was
known as the Even Quarter of the city, and owed ten shillings in tax.87 Likewise, only one
Alexander Blyndseil is listed; he paid nine shillings, and lived in the Green; 88 only one Richard
Kintore is listed; he paid ten shillings, and lived in the Even Quarter; 89 and only one William
Scherar is listed, and he paid ten shillings and lived in the Crooked Quarter. 90 It was also noted
in the list that William Scherar was the provost at that point in time; this will be discussed

Consider, for example, ARO-5-0721-02, 6th October 1447; ARO-5-0802-04, 5th May 1458.
ARO-4-512-01–ARO-518-03.
87
ARO-4-0514-01, 1st January 1448.
88
ARO-4-0516-01, 1st January 1448.
89
ARO-4-0514-01, 1st January 1448.
90
ARO-4-0512-02, 1st January 1448.
85
86

further below. 91 Master John Cadiou is also listed, living in the Crooked Quarter and paying
six shillings. 92 Richard Leis, Chaplain, does not appear on the list, but presumably he would
have been exempt from the tax because of his clerical status. 93 The only difficulty the list of
1448 throws up for present purposes is that it lists two men named “John Kymedi”. One was
“Johannes Kymedi Tector” – i.e. John Kymedi the plasterer – and he lived in the Even Quarter
and paid twelve pence in tax. 94 The other was simply referred to as “Johannes Kymedi”; he
also lived in the Even Quarter, but paid ten shillings in tax. 95 The man who acted as forespeaker
and procurator was never referred to as a “tector”, and it does seem to have been common
practice to make reference to a man’s craft – if he had one – when making reference to him in
the records. 96 Highly tentatively, then, it is assumed here that the John Kymedi who acted as
forespeaker and procurator was not the tector, but rather the man who paid ten shillings in tax
in 1448. Nonetheless, given the evident uncertainty on the point, care will be taken not to make
general arguments advanced here too dependent on evidence relating directly to John Kymedi.
For the reasons stated in the preceding paragraphs, it will be assumed here that
references dating from the 1440s, 1450s and 1460s to the names Andrew Alanson, Alexander
Blyndseil, Master John Cadiou, Richard Kintore, Robert Leis, Chaplain, John Kymedi and
William Scherar are indeed references to the individuals identified above. This presumption
will obviously only be adhered to so long as there is no clear evidence to rebut it.
Now that the assumptions made in the present article have been clarified, it is possible
to turn to the question of what the men just listed may, or may not, have had in common –
specifically with a view to explaining why they were regularly trusted to represent the legal
affairs of others. Constraints of space make it impossible to explore all available biographical
information regarding these men; the wealth of surviving materials from the 1450s would
facilitate the composition of separate short articles about each of them. Instead, three possible
connecting factors will be considered here. First, did they share some experience in the
governance and judicial administration of the burgh as burgh officers? Second, did they have

For Scherar’s time as provost, see Alexander M. Munro, Memorials of the Aldermen, Provosts, and Lord
Provosts of Aberdeen (Aberdeen: 1897), 45-47.
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ARO-4-0513-01, 1st January 1448.
93
No chaplains have been noted on the tax roll of 1448. See ARO-5-0512-0518.
94
ARO-4-0514-01, 1st January 1448.
95
ARO-4-0515-01, 1st January 1448.
96
Consider, for example, ARO-5-0650-04, 18th November 1444; ARO-5-0519-08, 5th November 1465, making
reference to Thomas Club, Sutor. It is true that Thomas Club, Sutor was simply referred to as “Thomas Club” in
ARO-5-0521-02, 19th November 1464, but this was in the course of a process where he had already been
identified with his label of “Sutor” in the records, and so it may not have been necessary to identify him again
with reference to his occupation.
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extensive family and personal connections that might have commanded respect in close-knit
burgh society? Third, did they possess some formal education or training relevant to the
practice of the law?
(a) Burgh Officers
It was noted above that William Scherar had been provost in 1448. This raises a question. Did
the other men who were frequently trusted to administer the legal affairs of Aberdonians in the
1450s have any similar experience as senior burgh officers? The answer is that they did.
William Scherar himself had served on several occasions as a burgh councillor and as bailie
prior to 1450; he served as provost between October 1447 and September 1448. 97 Andrew
Alanson had also served as a burgh councillor and as bailie prior to 1450; 98 he went on to be
provost much later in his career. 99 Alexander Blyndseil, who was admitted as a burgess and a
brother of the merchant guild of Aberdeen on 6th November 1437, 100 had served as a burgh
councillor prior to 1450; 101 he went on to serve as a bailie repeatedly from October 1451. 102
Richard Kintore was admitted as a burgess and guild brother of Aberdeen on 13th May 1440.
After a brief – and occasionally celebrated – time in the role of “Abbot of Bon Accord”, in
which capacity he organised a play entitled the “Holy Blood” on Windmillhill on the southwest side of the city, 103 he held office as burgh councillor, bailie, dean of guild and provost
during the course of the 1440s and 1450s. 104 John Kymedi was made a burgess and guild
brother on 28th September 1442; 105 he then served as bailie on many occasions during the 1440s
See, for example, ARO-4-0112-03, 14th September 1433 (bailie); ARO-4-0023-01, 14th September 1434
(bailie); ARO-4-0045-02, 3rd October 1435 (burgh councillor); ARO-4-0139-01, 6th October 1438 (burgh
councillor); ARO-4-0180-02, 19th October 1439 (bailie); ARO-5-0659-02, 4th October 1443 (burgh councillor);
ARO-5-0683-02, 9th October 1444 (burgh councillor); ARO-5-0705-02, 8th October 1445 (burgh councillor);
ARO-5-0715-02, 21st October 1446 (burgh councillor); ARO-4-0489-02, 2nd October 1447 (provost); he was
succeeded as provost by John of Fife on 30th September 1448 (ARO-5-0017-02).
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and the 1450s. 106 By contrast, Master John Cadiou and Robert Leis, Chaplain, do not seem to
have held such roles. As has been explained above, they do seem to have held the office of
clericus et scriba curiae (although Leis was only described as scriba curiae). Nonetheless, it
is worth noting in passing that Cadiou – but not Leis, presumably again due to his clerical status
– was a burgess and guild brother of Aberdeen, and had been so since 1442. 107 It is worth
emphasising what this meant; Cadiou, like all of the men being considered here with the
exception of Leis, was a member of the guild, which Gemmill describes as “the association of
those in the burgh who enjoyed high trading privileges, the most important of which were the
exclusive right to trade in imports and exports which was sanctioned by royal authority”. 108
Put more simply, all these men – again with the exception of Leis – were merchant burgesses.
Regardless, the fact that Alanson, Blyndseil, Kintore, Kymedi and Scherar had all held
high office in the burgh probably provides explains in part why they were so frequently trusted
to represent the interests of a wide range of clients before the burgh courts. Critically, these
offices showed that they had extensive experience of the working of those courts. The role of
bailie in particular is instructive here. The bailies and the provost were elected annually from
amongst the burgesses. An important part of their role was to preside over the governance of
the burgh in the burgh council and over the administration of justice in the burgh within the
various burgh courts, 109 such as the head courts, the bailie courts and the so-called curiae legis,
all of which were described as being “held by the bailies”. 110 Nonetheless, it must be borne in
mind that they were not just elected representatives of the burgesses; they were also royal
officials. When royal justice intervened in the affairs of the burgh, this was achieved through
letters or brieves addressed to the bailies and the provost, as Croft Dickinson notes. 111 To
mention two examples noted in the current survey, on 23rd June 1449, Bailie Alanson heard a
dispute brought before him by means of a brieve of distraint, which could result in the seizure
and sale of property in satisfaction of debt; 112 and on 3rd February 1452 Bailie Kymedi heard a
See, for example, ARO-4-0395-02, 5th October 1444; ARO-5-0686-01, 26th October 1444; ARO-4-0411-01,
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dispute brought before him by means of a brieve of convention, which dealt with certain
disputes which look to modern eyes contractual in nature. 113
The point is that the bailie would, by virtue of his office, acquire extensive experience
of the mechanical operation of the law applied in the burghs, in relation to everything from
simple actions of debt, to protestations for annualrent, to matters dealt brought before them by
means of royal brieves. This is underlined if one explores the bailie’s role in relation to the
conveyancing of burgh property. One commonly finds that surviving charters from medieval
Aberdeen originally carried two seals. The first was that of the granter, as one might expect;
but the second was that of the bailie who had actually given effect to the grant by giving what
was known as sasine of the lands to the grantee. To explain, “[t]o have sasine was to have been
put into possession of land by the grantor, typically although not invariably the lord of whom
the lands were to be held”. 114 In the normal feudal context, then, the grantor would have been
the lord of lands. He would have given “sasine” of the lands to a grantee, and he would have
articulated the basis on which the sasine was given in various written documents (e.g. sasine
could be given for life, or heritably, to the grantee and his heirs). Thereafter, the grantor would
be the feudal “superior,” and the grantee the feudal “vassal.” 115 In medieval Aberdeen, the
superior was understood to be the king. Nonetheless, in practice, his royal officers – i.e. the
bailies – were responsible for granting sasines of burgh land on his behalf. One sees this from
a charter of 1450. 116 This narrated that a grant of lands was made “a nobis… [i.e. from the
granters] de domino nostro Rege et heredibus suis in feudo et hereditate ac in libero burgagio”
(that is to say, “from us, of our lord king and his heirs, in fee and heritage and in free burgage”).
This meant that the grant of the lands would be held of the king on a heritable basis – to the
grantee and his heirs – and subject to a range of privileges that attached to burgh lands. 117 The
charter went on to narrate that sasine in this case had been given by Andrew Menzies, who was
described as “unius balliuorum dicti Burgi et datoris sasine” (that is to say, “one of the bailies
of the said burgh and the giver of sasine”). 118 Every grant of burgh land, then, involved the
bailies in the mechanical operation of conveyancing; from other evidence, we know that the
bailie was expected to give sasine on the lands themselves, by personally handing to the grantee
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a symbol of sasine, such as earth and stone, 119 or “ly hespe et stapil” as it was put in one
recorded grant of land in the Guestrow dated to 17th June 1455. 120 Perhaps simultaneously with
this act, or shortly afterwards, the bailie would often add his seal to the granter’s charter
confirming the act of sasine. For this reason, one often finds surviving charters granting lands
sealed by both the granter and one of the bailies of the burgh. 121 This was one way in which
the giving of sasine could be recorded in Aberdeen during the 1450s. Such giving of sasine
might follow on from a sale of lands, but it might also follow on from a gift of annualrent – the
recipient was saised in the annualrent 122 – or alternatively from a transfer of lands from a
deceased burgess to his heir, which could follow on from a formal inquisition held in the head
court, or outwith the head court, for example in the curia legalis held by the bailies. 123 The
bailies also frequently had experience serving on the assizes that undertook these inquisitions,
which were themselves initiated by royal brieve. 124
Simply by virtue of holding the office of bailie, then, Alanson, Blyndseil, Kintore,
Kymedi and Scherar would have had extensive experience of the operation of the burgh courts
of Aberdeen and the processes and laws they upheld in the transmission of property and the
resolution of disputes more generally. It is entirely plausible to suggest that this was one reason
why they were so frequently trusted to represent others in disputes before the burgh courts;
they knew what they were doing in practice. Nonetheless, this in itself may not explain why
they were approached more frequently than others. For example, Duncan of Clatt had only
three clients over the same period in which the five men just mentioned had five or more,125
and yet he held office frequently as bailie. 126 It may be the case, of course, that he too was
trusted to represent others because of his experience in working the court. It has already been
admitted that the basis on which he was excluded from the present study, whilst others were
included, is rather arbitrary, turning as it does on the fact that he only had three, rather than
five, clients between 1450 and 1460. Nonetheless, perhaps there were other factors at work in
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influencing individuals’ choices of procurators, forespeakers and notaries; certainly one cannot
explain the trust placed in notaries due to their work as bailies, because they do not seem to
have held that office. Other possible factors relevant to the choice of trusted representatives
and advisors will be discussed next.
(b) Family Connections
Did the family connections of the five men being considered here help to underpin their
standing in the community, and so the trust that was placed in them as procurators and
forespeakers? In his doctoral thesis, Harold Booton demonstrated that, in economic and
political terms, Aberdeen was dominated by an oligarchy of eleven families of merchants
between the 1430s and the 1520s. This “domination” is evinced in part with reference to their
control and share of the burgh property market, which is used to estimate their wealth relative
to other families in Aberdeen. 127 Of those families, Booton cites evidence suggesting that six
were well-established by the mid-fifteenth century. They were the Blyndseils, the Chalmers
family, the Fichets, the Kintores, the Menzies and the Rutherfords. 128
What is immediately clear from this is that only two of the five men who were most
frequently trusted to act as procurators and forespeakers belonged to the dominant families –
at least, in the male line. This trend remains true even if one considers the larger dataset of the
thirteen individuals who appeared on five occasions or more as a procurator or a forespeaker
between 1450 and 1460. The list included Andrew Alanson, Alexander Blyndseil, Master John
Cadiou, Duncan of Clatt, Andrew Culane, Richard Kintore, John Kymedi, David Matheuson,
Andrew Rede, David Ruthirfurd, Chaplain, William Scherar, Andrew Seras, Chaplain and
Adam Trail, Chaplain, only three of whom bore the names of the dominant families. 129 It
follows that there is no immediately obvious correlation between membership of one of those
families – at least in the male line 130 – on the one hand, and regular activity as a procurator or
forespeaker, on the other. Indeed, there is no obvious correlation between the wealthiest
individual members of the families in question, on the one hand, and regular activity as a
procurator or a forespeaker, on the other. It was noted above that the five men who acted most
regularly in those roles for five or more clients paid nine or ten shillings in tax in 1448. As
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Booton has shown, other individuals paid much higher taxes, presumably indicating greater
wealth, including Thomas Blyndseil (twenty-four shillings), John Cullen (thirty shillings),
Mathew Fichet (twenty-four shillings), Gilbert Menzies (twenty-four shillings) and Richard
Rutherford (twenty-four shillings). 131 None of these men can be found even on the expanded
list of the thirteen most frequent procurators and forespeakers.
What one may conclude is that, in general terms, there is no immediately obvious
correlation between membership of a particular family, or membership of the small group of
the wealthiest members of burgh society, on the one hand, and regular activity as a procurator
or forespeaker, on the other – at least in the period 1450-1460. What is perhaps intriguing is
that all five of the most frequent forespeakers and procurators possessed similar levels of
wealth. They were still members of the burgh elite, but, in purely economic terms, they were
not amongst the most powerful. It is certainly true that the family connections of Alexander
Blyndseil and Richard Kintore may have recommended them to some of their clients.
Nonetheless, in the round what is more striking is the correlation between holding high office
in the governance and judicial administration of the burgh, on the one hand, and regular activity
as a procurator or a forespeaker, on the other.
(c) University Education and Formal Legal Training
Did university education, or any sort of formal legal training, help to underpin the trust
Aberdonians placed in the men who administered their legal affairs? As regards university
training, in general terms the answer must be in the negative. Of the five most regular
procurators and forespeakers, and the two notaries under consideration here, only one – Master
John Cadiou – possessed any university-level education. This is indicated by his possession of
the title “Master”; but, as Booton notes, there is no record of where he studied, or of what he
studied. 132 It should not be presumed that his degree was in utroque iure (in Roman law and
canon law as taught in the universities).
Furthermore, there is no reason to think that those who acted most frequently as
procurators or forespeakers had any formal training to equip them for those roles; they had
learnt the requisite skills and knowledge through long experience of how the Aberdeen burgh
courts operated. By contrast, Cadiou and Robert Leis must have had some formal training in
exercising the role of notary. The educational background of notaries in the fifteenth century
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132
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was diverse. Generally speaking, a novice would learn his profession through what was
effectively an apprenticeship to a senior notary. Durkan notes that “[f]or an apprentice notary
some acquaintance with Latin grammar would be as much a desideratum as some training in a
legible hand to be perfected and extended to other feats of penmanship in the service of another
notary”. 133 The novice would have learnt the styles used by his senior in the composition of
charters and notarial instruments; and he would also, presumably, have learnt the art of
adapting them to the needs of his clients, and ultimately of developing his own revised styles. 134
Once the apprenticeship was complete, it would be necessary for those with the necessary
power – such as bishops acting on privileges granted by the papacy – to make an act investing
the entrant to the profession with authority to act as a notary public. In the 1450s, notaries could
still only be created on papal or imperial authority (i.e. on the ultimate authority of the Holy
Roman Emperor). 135 Both Master John Cadiou and Robert Leis, Chaplain, fell into the latter
category. 136
Nothing is, as yet, known about the specific training these men had to act as notaries.
Nonetheless, there is something rather intriguing evidence in surviving charters of the period
to indicate that they may have held slightly different approaches to notarial practice. In turn,
this may – just possibly – indicate that they had served apprenticeships with different senior
notaries; or it may indicate that they had developed their own distinctive styles of work. It was
noted above that several charters survive from mid-fifteenth century Aberdeen to which were
originally appended two seals, one belonging to the granter and one to the giver of sasine. All
charters cited in the next footnote below were witnessed by Master John Cadiou, and they
followed this pattern. It is not implausible to suggest that Cadiou actually prepared them. 137
Their evident utility lay in the fact that a reader could find in the charter proof of the grant and
of the act of sasine required to complete it. 138 Yet not all charters from the period follow this
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approach; two charters witnessed, and perhaps prepared, by Robert Leis, Chaplain, made no
reference to the role of the bailie as dator sasinae, and they bore only the seals of the
granters. 139 Perhaps Robert Leis had adopted the increasingly common practice of providing a
separate instrument of sasine to record the act of sasine itself. 140 Further work is required to
establish whether there really were differing trends in notarial practice in medieval Aberdeen,
but such a study might reveal much about which notaries were influenced by which past
practices; it might even reveal something about the specific legal training they received.
What the Council Registers do make clear is that medieval Aberdonians began to be
explicit in the value they placed on the work of notaries from the 1440s onwards. In January
1442, one finds the first entry in the Registers which declares that someone had sought a
notarial instrument “a me notario publico” – in other words, from the notary who was writing
the records. 141 It is not inconceivable that the individual in question was Master John Cadiou,
but this is far from certain. Ten such requests are recorded in the Registers dating to the years
1442-1450. 142 It is not clear whether or not a particular type of business called for notaries’
involvement; what is clear is that Aberdonians valued the evidential force that would be
attached to the notarial instrument. For example, on 14th August 1445 lands were resigned into
the hands of the bailie so that they could be granted to one John Bertlotsen, and the granter
promised not to do anything to prejudice the grantee in the interim. Concerning this, the grantee
sought an instrument; perhaps the issue was that he had not yet received sasine of the lands,
meaning that he had not yet really acquired infeftment or “ownership”, to put it in
anachronistically modern terms. Perhaps he wanted some security in the form of the evidence
of the instrument that his position as grantee would be protected prior to the point at which
sasine would be forthcoming. 143 A notarial instrument was requested for the same reason on
26th October 1444, and perhaps for a similar reason on 6th April 1445 (no reference was made
here to the granter’s duty to avoid interfering with his grant following resignation of his lands
into the hands of the bailie). 144 It is perhaps tempting to suppose that the early notarial
instruments were sought where some legal process was ongoing but incomplete, making
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trustworthy evidence of the current state of affairs within that process extremely valuable.
While this may have been the case on some occasions, sometimes notarial instruments were
sought to provide evidence of the firm conclusion of a legal process. 145 What is clear is that in
the 1440s and the 1450s Aberdonians expressly wanted secure written evidence of the
transactions in which they were engaging – and providing such authoritative evidence was,
fundamentally, the business of the notary. 146 For that evidential security, they turned to the
notaries; this was what generated the business given to men like Master John Cadiou and
Robert Leis, Chaplain.
Conclusions
Is it appropriate to speak of a group of mid-fifteenth century Aberdonians who might have
accepted the contemporary label of “men of law”? Given the elasticity of the term, it is quite
possible that some of those considered here – in particular Cadiou and Leis – might have been
prepared to accept it. Nonetheless, to apply a quote from John Finlay’s work to a different
context, the small group of seven men considered here “although probably willing to accept
the contemporary description ‘men of law’, would not necessarily have allowed it to define
them”. As Finlay notes, “[s]ome of them spent considerable time pursuing other avenues of
employment while some held administrative positions”. 147 These descriptions might perhaps
have been applied to those who frequently acted for others in the administration of legal affairs
in Aberdeen during the mid-fifteenth century. The five men who, according to the surviving
evidence, acted as procurators and forespeakers more frequently than their contemporaries in
the burgh courts were all successful merchants who participated actively in the governance and
judicial administration of the burgh. If they would have accepted the elastic term “men of law”
as being applicable to themselves, they would not have allowed it to define them. Furthermore,
even if it were possible to prove that all these men would have considered themselves “men of
law”, this would not tell modern readers very much about them, given the great diversity
amongst such individuals in the fifteenth century.
It is therefore better to turn one’s attention away from the question of who was, and
who was not, prepared to accept the label “man of law”. If one focuses instead on those
procurators, forespeakers and notaries public trusted to administer the legal affairs of others in
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fifteenth-century Aberdeen, the extensive surviving evidence makes it possible to reconstruct
a remarkably detailed picture of what one might term late-medieval Aberdonian legal culture.
If the tentative conclusions drawn here are correct – and it must be emphasised that the present
article offers only a sketch of what could be produced in a longer study – the legal culture of
Aberdeen was fundamentally shaped by a small community of reasonably wealthy burgh
magistrates. They were steeped in the experience of the Aberdonian administration of the laws
of the burghs and the common law of the Scottish realm. How distinctive that “Aberdonian”
administration actually was must remain something of an open question. 148 Importantly these
administrators are not known to have possessed expertise or learning in legal literature, or any
formal training whatsoever, unlike the procurators and advocates who shaped the mid-sixteenth
century session in Edinburgh. 149 In all likelihood, they learnt their law by observing others and
imitating the practices of their predecessors. This is probably how each bailie learnt the
procedures required to give sasine. In discharging their administrative duties, they had always
evidently been aided by a group of virtually anonymous burgh clerks. 150 Yet from the 1440s
and the 1450s, the clerks began to identify themselves more frequently, and Aberdonians began
to seek their assistance more frequently in securing and authenticating their legal affairs. This
resulted from one critical development; the clerks in question were also notaries public. By
virtue of this qualification, they could produce documents that would enjoy the trust of the
authorities within the burgh and the realm more widely. The extent to which the developing
roles of the notaries shaped Aberdonian legal culture, and helped to effect legal change, is
beyond the scope of the present article; but the surviving evidence on the point is abundant,
and merits detailed attention in the future. Did their work result in the development of legal
styles, and in creative developments in practice, as might be very tentatively suggested based
on the evidence cited above concerning the use of the dator sasinae clause? If so, it may turn
out that the emergence of the clerks from relatively obscure anonymity in the 1440s and the
1450s was, in fact, a turning point in the legal history of medieval Aberdeen.
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